WALL MOUNTED SOLAR LAMP
Advantages
1. With solar charging, it is no need for arranging wires. The working life is
long and it is no need to replace batteries; it is suitable for outdoor fence
wall lamp and garden fence lamp.
2. The product passed the CE, ROHS Certification.
3. Good water-proof for all weather usage outside; the concealed
wall-mounting design contributes to convenient installation and
fashionable appearance.

Parameter
MJ-1710A. The human body induction
1. Light source : 6LED*20LM
2. Solar plate : poly-silicon 5V/60mA
3. Waterproof : IP55
4. Material : brand-new environment-friendly ABS, PC
5. Charge time : >8H
6. Using time : The human body induction 30s*>100 times
7. Li-Polymer battery 3.7V*500mA

Installation and Operation Instructions (attached figure)
1. Pull up the lamp cover from the middle slot under the lamp cover with
a slot type screwdriver.
2. Take out the plastic part in the part bag; hit it into the pre-drilled hole in
the wall; lock the product in the wall with screws through the screw holes
in the product with a screwdriver; if the mounting surface is wooden, the
plastic part is not necessary.
3. Switch ON the product and reassemble the lamp cover according to the
disassembling method.
4. After the installation, the product turns into automatically
light-operated mode. In the daytime, it turns off and charges
automatically; in the nights, it turns on automatically.

Attention
1. Far from fire source,otherwise the accumulator may be explosive.
2. Avoid usage in high temperature,humidity and corrosive environment ,
otherwise parts may be damaged.
3. Charge in 3 months interval at least when no usage for a long time ,
otherwise accumulator life performance would be effected adversely.
4. Solar plate should be irradiated by solar light directly to get the best
charging efficiency,and the charging efficiency is different from different
season’s solar light.

